A fulltime researcher is sought for an open research position effective immediately. Research project is in the field of biomimetics – fabrication of bioinspired surfaces for water collection and repellency. Project involves microfabrication of surfaces using various coating composites and characterization as well as some modeling.


For further details on the Lab, please visit: https://nlbb.engineering.osu.edu/

Prospective candidate should have good written and oral communication skills. A researcher having received a degree in Mechanical Engineering or other engineering and science departments (e.g., Physics, Chemistry, Materials Science and Engineering, Chemical Engineering) is eligible. Preference will be given to researchers with some relevant experience. One-year funding is available and multi-year funding is anticipated. The position provides excellent training in experimental engineering and modeling with excellent job prospects in a high tech industry.

If you are interested, please contact Prof. Bharat Bhushan,
Tel: 614-292-0651; email: bhushan.2@osu.edu  https://nlbb.engineering.osu.edu/